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SEO and HOW SEO WORKS

SEO is the abbreviation for Search Engine Optimization. This includes all search engines including 

Google, Bing, Yahoo, Ask and more. In most SEO processes we target the planets leading  search 

engine Google. When you optimize to Google indexing

optimized website naturally. Search Engines 

meta content either on your website 

website linking back from other websit

Search Engines use formulas to analyse huge amounts of data about all the websites and web pages 

they can find in order to determine which website they should consider presenting to someone 

searching for relevant keywords, 

When we are engaged for your SEO

and try to reverse engineer what search engines  in our case Google want to see.  We then create 

the relevant onpage and offpage content to make sure that your website is presented better than 

your competition and all necessary onpage content 

Even though the Search Engines are continuously refinin

key elements that are the foundation for a successful SEO campaign.

Onpage – your homepage content, 

• targeting the best matched keyword found via keywords research

• matching existing content to target 

• creating new content to target 

• having the best website 

Offpage – how your website is referred 

• developing a profile of high quality

• having a relevant and active 

• creating citations and directory links

• cascading link backs from directory links > web 2.0 content link > authority site links

• more than half of your SEO 

You will need to understand that SEO is an ongoi

that are being actively indexed by the search engines to index your website higher. This is essentially 

sending continuous signals to compel the search engine algorithm (for example the Google 

algorithm) to index your website higher than your competitors.  This is where 
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abbreviation for Search Engine Optimization. This includes all search engines including 

Google, Bing, Yahoo, Ask and more. In most SEO processes we target the planets leading  search 

engine Google. When you optimize to Google indexing by other search engines tend to follow the 

Search Engines want to see certain written content, related images, 

website pages (onpage optimization) and to see information about your 

site linking back from other websites (offpage optimization). 

use formulas to analyse huge amounts of data about all the websites and web pages 

they can find in order to determine which website they should consider presenting to someone 

searching for relevant keywords,  keyword phrase, and in what order they should present them.

hen we are engaged for your SEO process we look at your target audience and your competition 

try to reverse engineer what search engines  in our case Google want to see.  We then create 

the relevant onpage and offpage content to make sure that your website is presented better than 

your competition and all necessary onpage content is in place in the right order and balance.

though the Search Engines are continuously refining how they rank web pages, the main 

foundation for a successful SEO campaign. 

homepage content, website infrastructure and meta tags 

matched keyword found via keywords research 

matching existing content to target chosen keywords or long tail keywords

creating new content to target chosen keyword or long tail keywords 

 infrastructure and embedding the meta tags 

how your website is referred and linked back from other sites and links

developing a profile of high quality authority sites with link backs 

having a relevant and active web 2.0 link (relevant does not have to be exact)

and directory links 

cascading link backs from directory links > web 2.0 content link > authority site links

half of your SEO is influenced by elements outside your direct control

You will need to understand that SEO is an ongoing process of beating your competition websites 

that are being actively indexed by the search engines to index your website higher. This is essentially 

sending continuous signals to compel the search engine algorithm (for example the Google 

ndex your website higher than your competitors.  This is where SEO 
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elements outside our direct control

your website and backlinks to your website has a significant effect on the

your website on the first page and the position within the first page.

Simply search engine sees a link from another website to your website as being like a vote o

confidence in your web site.  Search e

website, you must have something good to link to and a 

your domain more positively.  Leading s

many additional factors other than just the sheer number of links when evalu

profile. These include the reputation or alexia index

relevancy of sites linking to you and 

to your site. 
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direct control. However having more and more offpage content linking back to 

your website and backlinks to your website has a significant effect on the ranking and indexing of 

your website on the first page and the position within the first page. 

ngine sees a link from another website to your website as being like a vote o

confidence in your web site.  Search engines believe that if other websites are linking to your 

, you must have something good to link to and a search engine will index 

Leading search engines especially Google take into consideration 

many additional factors other than just the sheer number of links when evaluating your offsite link 

profile. These include the reputation or alexia index of sites linking back to your web

and the keywords (the words that the link is embedded 
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Create Links
Backlinks from directory sites  

Increase Rankings/Traffic

Our highly trained team of writers creates original content based on 

Build Authority Sites
We build mini authority websites that link to your own website using 

your keywords. 
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Our highly trained team of writers creates original content based on 
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Build Authority Sites 
We build mini authority websites that link to your own website using 
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Our highly trained team of writers creates original content based on 

your website’s keywords.  

We build mini authority websites that link to your own website using 

 


